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Abstract—Predicated on the idea that race, racialization, and racism are major factors that shape language teaching and learning, this paper draws on the second wave White teacher identity studies to argue for a more nuanced understandings on White monolingual teachers’ racial identities by exploring their perspectives on English learners’ (ELs’) learning experiences by asking the following research questions: (1) From the EL teachers’ perspectives, what contribute to EL’s struggles in school? (2) What effects do the EL teachers’ perspective have on ELs’ school experiences? (3) Are there any consistencies or inconsistencies among the participants’ perspectives and what do they mean? The findings report that tensions and contradictions arising from inconsistencies across the participants’ perspectives as well as within each teacher’s perspective reflect co-existence of race evasive and race conscious identities that in turn can serve as an important locus to transform their perspectives toward more equitable pedagogical practices for ELs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper draws on the second wave White teacher identity studies to argue for a more nuanced understanding on White monolingual teachers’ racial identities by exploring their perspectives on English learners’ (ELs’) learning experiences. In the present time, the teaching force remains predominantly monolingual and White in the US as well as in other countries (Bergh, Denessen, Hornsta, Voeten, & Holland, 2010; Kang & Veitch, 2017). Research also establishes that the number of teachers in public schools who have adequate training to work with ELs are limited and teachers struggle meeting the needs of ELs (Zumwalt & Craig, 2005). Research further demonstrates that many White monolingual teachers lack disposition necessary to work productively with ELs in many countries. (Zhang & Pelttari, 2013).

Despite the fact that there is a clear and prominent racial gap between the students who are ELs and their teachers, and the field of teaching English to speakers of other language has not sufficiently addressed the idea of race and related concepts (Kubota & Lin, 2006). However, existing research studies demonstrate that racialization is inevitably salient in English language teaching (Kumaravadivelu, 2003; Pennycook, 2001), and the identities of EL teachers are multilayered and cannot be examined without an eye toward race and language because the idea of race and racialization are factors that shape social and cultural dimensions of language teaching and learning (Motha, 2006; Taylor, 2006). Researchers who have explored the issues of teachers’ race in English language teaching have argued that many White monolingual teachers of ELs embody Eurocentric values, unknowingly perpetuating the status quo and inequality already in place for ELs (Doorn & Schumm, 2013; Flores & Rosa, 2015; Motha; 2006; Taylor, 2006). Some have demonstrated the ways in which colorblind perspectives stemming from White privilege obscure issues of power consequently securing racial and linguistic hierarchies (Lee & Simon-Maeda, 2006); thus, many also argued that there is an urgent need to support White teachers to disrupt their assumptions that can impair ELs and their academic achievement (Assaf, Garza, & Batt, 2010; Walker-Dalhouse, Sanders, & Dalhouse, 2009).

Similar research findings are also well known in the field of teacher education in regards to race. Several teacher education researchers who explored White teachers’ racial identity reported the way that White teachers are color blind individuals who are in need of more self-reflexivity and intervention (Gay & Kirkland, 2003; Mcintyre, 1997, 2002; Picower, 2009). One common commitment that these research studies share is the commitment to more equitable pedagogical practices especially for students from racially diverse backgrounds. A predilection carried by these studies is that White teachers’ acknowledging their racial bias and White privilege will lead to more just pedagogical practice (Lensmire et al., 2013).

Adopting and complexifying the previous critical Whiteness studies, second-wave White teacher identity scholars contend that, to move the discussion of race and racism forward in ways that leads to action that would ultimately advance more equal educational opportunities for students of color (Shim, 2018), we need more nuanced, nonessentializing, and complex understandings of White teachers’ identity without reducing it solely to race-evasiveness or color-blindness (Jupp, Berry, & Lensmire, 2016; Jupp & Lensmire, 2016; Jupp & Slattery, 2010;
Recognizing that not all ELs are students of color and also recognizing there is a near avoidance of race in the language teaching and learning field because it is uncomfortable work (Kubota, 2002; Kubota & Lin, 2006), because majority of ELs in the US and other places in the world are from racially diverse backgrounds while their teachers are predominantly White, this study echoes the commitment of the second-wave White teacher identity research. This study is committed to the understanding that the idea of race, racialization and racism are inescapable topics that arise in teaching English worldwide and thus are necessary topics to explore in the field of English teaching (Kubota & Lin, 2006; Motha, 2006; Taylor, 2006).

To this end, closer attention is given to complexity five English as a second language (ESL) teachers’ understanding of their ELs learning experience by asking the following research questions: (1) From the EL teachers’ perspectives, what contribute to EL’s struggles in school? (2) What are the effects these EL teachers’ perspective on ELs’ school experiences? (3) Are there any consistencies or inconsistencies among these teachers’ perspectives and what do they mean?

One of the uniqueness of the study lies in the fact that the study focuses on a rural context in a mid-western US state. The dramatic increase in linguistic diversity is no longer pertains only to large metropolitan areas, and the growth has been much more prominent in less populated rural states. O’Neal, Ringer, and Rodriguez (2008) reported that “ELL students and their families tend to settle in geographical locations that are rural” (p. 6). Reed (2010) similarly stated that rural areas are experiencing a visible increase in linguistic and racial diversity in their student populations; therefore, schools in rural states are facing educational challenges in meeting the needs of diverse student populations, including ELs (Shim, 2014).

One of the major factors that influence ELs’ school experience is the beliefs of their teachers (Shim, 2014). Perego and Boyle (1997) showed that the beliefs and attitudes of teachers can affect what ELs learn and do not learn in their classrooms. Other researchers also noted that teachers’ attitudes towards ELs shape how they interact with their ELs as well as their pedagogical decisions which ultimately impact ELs’ academic achievement; and most of these studies have focused on how even well-intended teachers can hinder ELs’ academic and social achievement if they have unexamined negative beliefs about ELs (Macnab & Payne, 2003; Rueda & Garcia, 1994; Pettit, 2011). Extending these arguments, this paper explores EL teachers’ perspectives on the factors that contribute to ELs’ academic challenges. The reason for this investigation is not to highlight the challenges. Rather, because ELs do face more linguistic limitation that can contribute to their academic challenges when compared to their native speaker of English counterparts, understanding the teachers’ perspectives may provide a ground to reflect on what they can do to better support ELs’ academic success. Following the commitment of the second-wave White teacher identity scholars, this study attends to the forces of historical and social racial inequality that speaks through the individual White teachers’ perspectives but at the same time, the study is committed to understanding the participating teachers’ perspectives as a complex, multidimensional and social-historical construction. The assumption implicit in this study is that these teachers’ perspectives influence what they see as a productive pedagogy for ELs.

Drawing upon second-wave White teacher identity literature, the following section begins with a discussion of the conceptual framework that informs this study followed by a brief autobiographical sketch. Then in next section, the methodology is outlined proceeded by the findings and discussion sections. The final section offers the study conclusion and implication toward the implications of understanding White monolingual teachers’ beliefs in more nuanced, complex and non-essentialized ways and what that means for more equitable educational practices for ELLs.

II. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS

Second-wave White Teacher Identity Studies

Extending the first-wave Whiteness and White privilege literature in which White teacher identity is presented as deficient and race-evasive (McIntyre, 1997, 2002; Sleeter, 1993, 2002), Jupp and Slattery (2010) contended that the second-wave scholarship of White teacher identities must emphasize race-conscious identifications and “articulate identifications as process of self narrativization rather than essentializing identity state” (p. 455). According to Jupp, Berry, and Slattery (2016), existing understandings of White teacher identity focus on White teachers’ insistence on erasing or evading group identities especially signifying historical oppression like race and instead emphasize individuals (race-evasive). Jupp et al. (2016) called for a shift from focusing essentialized White teacher identity solely based on race eavasiveness to White teachers’ identification creativity in Which White teachers’ becoming is highlighted. For these authors, how White teachers are traditionally seen as deficient and color blind individuals in need of an intervention is counterproductive in moving the conversation on race and racism forward. Moreover, Jupp and Lensmire (2016) questioned and problematized the interventionist approach where researchers and teacher educators hold deficit views of White teachers as a homogeneous group who are unaware of the effects of race and racism. Relatedly, Lowenstein (2009) challenged essentialized portrayal of White teachers and contended that, if teacher educators want teachers to view K-12 students who bring resources to their classrooms, “there is a need for a parallel conception of teacher candidates as active learners who bring resources to multicultural teacher education classrooms” (p. 163).

Relatedly, to allow the possibility of change and promote more equitable pedagogical practices, the second-wave White teacher identity scholars underscore the necessity of respecting teachers as authors of their own stories and regarding those teachers as learners who bring funds of knowledge and complex histories to the race related discussion
(Lowenstein, 2009). The second-wave White teacher identity scholars argue that the authors of previous White teacher identity studies seldom take into account the social context and relations within which White teachers are performing their racial identities. To this end, attending to social context and relations within which White teachers working with ELs are making sense of their students’ learning experiences is the main purpose of this study. More specifically, the aim of this study is to honor the participating teachers as the authors of their own sense-making within their lived experiences while also pay close attention to the social context within which participants take up their racial identity while discussing their perspectives. The study also responds to Lensmire’s (2014) call for researchers to “describe and theorize White identity and Whiteness in ways that avoid essentializing them, but that at the same time never lose sight of White privilege and a larger White supremacist context” (p. 3) which is consistent with the commitment in the field of English language teaching and learning to not essentialize ELs’ racial identities. This study is grounded on the idea that “critical work on race does not only study its real manifestations but it must critically understand how people imagine race in their daily lives (Leonardo, 2005, p. 404). Again, recognizing that not all ELs are racially diverse students, because the majority of ELs in the US and many other places in the world are students of color whereas the majority of teachers who teach them are White, the second-wave White teacher identity scholarship provides a useful frame of reference to investigate ways to increase capacities and capabilities of White teachers in supporting ELIs’ academic success.

III. METHODS

Setting
This study took its place in a small town in a mid-western US state. This English only state has population of about 9,300 residents, and it is a primarily rural ranching community. The state penitentiary is located in this town, and this town is also home of two coal mine factories which provide many employment opportunities. Hence, the town’s population has become increasingly diverse which also led to the influx of ELs being doubled in public schools in this town since 1990s.

There are two elementary schools, one middle school, and one high school in this town. A pull-out program for ELs whereby, during each school day, the ELs are taught English as a second language (ESL) during one to two hours designated hours and the rest of their day are the ELs are in mainstream classrooms. Currently, 26.6% of the total student population in this town is Hispanic, and Asians and Native Americans account for 4.1% (Shim & Shur, 2018). 11.8% of the total student population qualifies for ESL services, and more than 15% of the total student population lives in a home where one or both parents speak a language other than English as their first language (Wyoming Department of Education, 2017).

Participants
Two female elementary school ESL teachers, one female middle school ESL teacher, and a male and a female high school ESL teachers participated in this study. Each teacher’s teaching experiences range from 3 to 8 years, and they all volunteered to participate in this study. All participants self-identified themselves as White Americans, aged 24 to 45, and they do not speak any other language other than English. All participating teaching have completed their ESL certifications. The following is a table of the participants’ demographic data. All names are pseudonyms (Shim, 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>School</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Yrs. Of ESL Teaching</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linda</td>
<td>Elementary</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Elementary</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Sources
The findings reported in this study are based on 10 semi-structured individual interviews with the participating teachers. While not all interviews are directly quoted in this study, each participant engaged in two interviews with the researcher, and each interview lasted approximately 1-1.5 hours. Across the six months period all interviews were conducted, the aim of interviews was to elicit responses that would point to the main research question: From these EL teachers’ perspectives, what contribute to EL’s struggles in school? All interviews were recorded, and the researcher took careful and detailed notes. The recorded interviews were later transcribed by the researcher, and the notes were compared with the transcribed data in order to confirm consistency or contradictions.

Data Analysis
Throughout the data analysis, close attention to teachers’ own stories was highlighted and thus, their stories were used as a main source of data. To identify and analyze the themes within individual as well as across the five participating teachers’ stories and their own sense makings of the factors that contribute to ELs’ struggles in their schools, ongoing open coding strategy of grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) was adopted. The researcher looked for any consistency or inconsistency in the participants’ stories.
Following the scholarship of the second-wave White teacher identity literature that it is crucially important to recognize the White privilege already in place in larger structures of society and schools at the same time understanding White teacher identity as multidimensional and complex, in this study, teachers’ perspectives on the contributing factors to ELs’ struggles were viewed in part as a reproduction of White privilege but also as a possible site in which changes in the existing injustices for ELs can be imagined. In line with this thinking, the discussions of the findings below are organized into two broad themes—(1) teachers’ perspectives that reflect race evasive perspectives, and (2) teachers’ perspectives that reflect race conscious perspectives.

Inevitably, the researcher’s particular perspectives and views influenced the data analysis which in turn influenced what was seen and not seen in terms of data categories. The discussion of own reaction to the participating teachers’ responses are included at the end of the findings section. Also, the responses to the interviews pertain to the participating teachers’ own perspectives, and therefore, the responses cannot be generalized. However, the findings from this study do illuminate the importance of attending to the complexity of White teachers’ beliefs and perspectives about ELs academic challenges and what that means for more equitable educational opportunities for ELs.

IV. FINDINGS

Looking across the data, in each teacher’s perspectives, there were many similar dynamics of importance for this study in each teachers’ perspectives. The data showed contradictions and tensions across teachers’ perspectives but also within each individual teacher’s perspectives. Therefore, teachers’ beliefs revealed that their perspectives about the factors that contribute to ELs’ academic challenges cannot be simplified only to race-evasive and color-blind since there were many incidences where teachers’ beliefs reflected race-consciousness. Thus, the findings reported here illuminate the general, yet important to acknowledge, the complexity of teachers’ race identity and thus their beliefs, and how they can impact their pedagogical actions and decisions that influence ELs’ academic growth especially given that this study predicated in previous research findings that English language teaching is not racially neutral and there is inseparability of Whiteness and ESL teaching and learning (Kubota & Lin; Motha, 2006).

Race Evasive Perspectives

The issues with using students’ home language. All participating teachers stated that one of the main factors that contribute to ELs’ struggles is the extensive use of students’ home language at school and home. All five teachers believe that the frequent use of the home language delays the learning of English, the fluency in which they view as essential for ELs to succeed in their schools (Shim, 2014). All five teachers displayed the evidence of epistemological racism (Kubota, 2002; Kubota & Lin, 2006), practices that perpetuate the hegemony of Whiteness in which English is the only legitimate ways of knowing and learning. Linda stated:

I think that the biggest problem for ELs is their parents letting them speak Spanish at home all the time. The kids need to speak English and I focus on grammar with my ELs because that’s what they need. I know it is the easy thing to do, and the nice thing to go “Oh, it’s okay at home.” But, how is talking to the kids in Spanish helping them? Unless your kids are having a meltdown, their parents need to at least try to speak English to them. I think that is the biggest obstacle because, without having these kids learn English, they cannot learn in school (Shim, 2014).

This teacher identifies ELs’ parents and ELs’ continual usage of Spanish in their homes as the biggest problem. In other words, this teacher does not take into a consideration the possibility that ELs’ parents may not speak English, and more importantly, cannot recognize the value of maintaining ELs’ first language in their second language learning (e.g., Cummins, 2000). Such perspectives reflect the characteristics of White privilege in which these teachers are reproducing the larger structural racial and linguistic hierarchy where English is privileged and seen as academically valuable. Mary similarly noted:

The parents, teachers, and ELs must realize the importance of being competent in English and not use so much Spanish. Otherwise, the students will be missing out on all sorts of opportunities. When you go to university, they are not going to translate for you. It’s not like “Oh, I am sorry you don’t speak English, and here is a Spanish version of biology. We will cater for all your needs.” That’s just not going to happen. If you work at McDonalds, the customers are not going to speak Spanish to you. You know, if I was French, I am not going to order the La Big Mac. I am going to order the Big Mac and if you don’t know what that is, that’s tough. Thinking that you can speak your home language in a different country is what’s stunting their growth all around (Shim & Bentahar, 2016).

Reflecting the construct of epistemological racism, this teacher argues students must speak only English to be successful in American society, thus seeing English as the only legitimate knowledge/language. Mary does not consider a multilingual society where many different languages are used and valued. Karen also stated:

I respect my students’ home language, and I think it is great that their parents speak Spanish to them at home. I am all about that. However, I believe that the students who are not proficient in English should not be speaking Spanish at school. The reason is not because I don’t respect students’ home language but I think using Spanish delays the learning of English, and students are even more confused in learning a new language. To help my students, I usually throw a pizza party for them on Fridays if they spoke no Spanish during class on a given week.

David similarly noted:

In my teaching, I do not usually make reference to the home language of the ELs I have in class, and I also do not allow my students to speak in their home language in class. I offer practical advice to the ELs who wish to maintain
their home language, but allowing students to speak in their home language at school does not help the students learn English (Shim, 2014).

The two high school teachers quoted above expressed their agreement about the importance of respecting students’ home language. However, they both expressed that the use of students’ home language hinders the learning of a second language and therefore, English should be the only means for learning in schools. Both of these teachers’ viewpoints reflect that their perspectives directly influence their classroom management strategies, impacting what they do or do not do in class. For example, Karen celebrates with students when they do not speak Spanish in class by having a pizza party. On the other hand, not having a pizza party could easily be perceived by students as punishment for speaking their home language in class (Shim, 2014).

The teachers’ attitudes discussed show that the use of students’ home language is considered as an unstable to students’ learning and to their learning English in particular which again confirms their embodiment of epistemological racism. However, research evidences that that ELs being able to think and utilize their first language produces a positive effect on individual learning (De Angelis & Dewaele, 2009). In summary, the participating teachers view ELs’ incompetency in English as the major limiting factor in their academic achievement, which aligns with the description of epistemological racism in which White privilege is inherently intertwined with what counts as academically valuable and rigorous (Kubota, 2002; Kubota & Lin, 2006). In other words, English has been and continues to be a lingua franca in the world, and these teachers believe the competency in English is the deciding factor in becoming successful in school. What must be highlighted here is that there is not a single empirical evidence showing that forcing ELs to use only English while banning their first language is conducive in any way for ELs’ social, emotional, and academic success.

**EL Parents’ Value for Education.** Teachers also commented that another factory that contributes to ELs’ struggles is that their parents do not value in their children’s education. Linda stated:

> I ask myself, “Do the parents value education or not?” I think in the back of their minds, they are thinking that they are eventually going back to their country and so they think “why waste our time?” When parents do not value education, how can you expect their children to value education?

Nancy also noted:

> EL students are very bright and their parents are also very intelligent. I mean, what the parents do is a sign of intelligence—just to pick up their things and move to another country for a betterment of their lives. I don’t think I can just do that. The problem is the parents don’t believe in themselves and in their children that they can be successful.

David noted likewise:

> Students can’t learn when they are not in class, and many ELLs often miss class. I don’t think parents see how crucial coming to school is. They just let their children stay home. Without parents’ support and beliefs that education is important, their children cannot succeed in school (Shim, 2014).

Again, the teachers see individual parents’ and students’ attitudes towards education as the main factor contributing to ELs’ struggles in their schools. However, the participating teachers’ assumption about EL parents’ inability to recognize the value of education is supported by any evidence, therefore, their assumption is a mere speculation. No teacher was actually able to state that EL parents indicated to the teachers that they do not value their children’s education. Displaying the epistemological racism, these teachers are making assumption about EL parents’ dedication to their children’s education equating the non-native speakers of English as less invested in Education while accepting the conditions of school as neutral. Thus, the participating teachers are not questioning the structures of school as a possible reason for ELs’ struggles in schools. Instead, the teachers are pointing the problems to EL parents.

**Race Conscious Perspectives**

Thus far as shown above, the participating teachers’ perspectives and attitudes reflect their race-evasive identity that is rooted in White privilege. In this section, however, I turn to the teachers’ views that are inconsistent and contradictory from the ones shown above. For second-wave scholarship of White teacher identity, White teachers’ identity just like those of everyone else’s is constituted in and through multiple and often intense entanglements within various social structures (Jupp et al., 2016; Jupp & Lensmire, 2016; Lensmire, 2011, 2014). Such premise explains why some inconsistencies and contradictions within and across the participating teachers arose. Put differently, while teachers’ perspectives shown above stem more from the race evasive identity, those presented below seem to stem more from race conscious identity which demonstrate that these teachers identities are not stable and monolithic, instead they are constituted in and through different life experiences and thus their identities and attitudes are in the process of becoming. In other words, each individual teacher’s perspectives are inevitably linked her/his socialization histories which are embodied within their identities. Hence, the fact that the teachers’ comments are inconsistent and contradictory is not surprising since the social contexts and teachers’ experiences that shape each teacher’s racial identity may coalesce but also collide.

**Misalignment between students’ and school cultures.** Teachers commented in their interviews that, in their view, the issue of mismatch between ELs’ home cultures and the culture of schools is a factor contributing to ELs’ struggles. Linda stated:

> Have you even been invited to a Thanksgiving dinner to a family who’s from a different culture? You know how awkward that experience is even if they are from the US and they all speak English. I experienced this when I was in...
college. Even if you know how to use their utensils and stuff, being in a place where the culture you are used to isn’t the same as theirs is simply very uncomfortable. I think this is how the ELLs in my school feel every day (Shim, 2014).

Here, Linda is drawing on her personal experience during her college to imagine the difficulty of cultural gap ELLs must be facing. Karen commented in a similar manner:

I think the way the school here is set up is very foreign to ELLs. There are White students who know what to do, but most ELLs have no idea, and schools can be a horror experience for them. ELLs might feel that the school here isn’t meant for them. Some people say that ELLs should participate in more extracurricular activities, but if I feel I am an outsider in my class and when I am barely getting by, why would I want to join a basketball team? I think schools have unreasonable expectations for them, and the goal should be to re-think about what we are doing, so that the students are more comfortable (Shim, 2014).

Karen is drawing her own schooling experience as a teacher. Recall that these are the same teachers who previously expressed they believe that ELLs should not speak their home language in class and that allowing the students to speak their home language at home and school can limit ELLs learning. Nevertheless, here, those same teachers stated that they perceive a misalignment or mismatch between the school and students’ cultures is a difficulty for ELLs. These teachers are locating the reasons for ELLs struggles in their schools outside of ELLs and their parents’ responsibility and their lack of ability. Hence, these teachers’ points of views are vastly different from their earlier race evasive stance. Rather, the focus is on school and teachers, emphasizing the necessity of reflecting on how and why school is or is not accommodating ELLs which shows these teachers’ race conscious stances.

Unqualified teachers. The participating teachers also felt unqualified teachers are another factor adversely affecting ELLs’ school experiences. Nancy commented:

We have too few teachers who know what to do with ELLs. When I was going through my ESL certificate program, I learned how a very few teacher education programs actually prepare their pre-service teachers to work with ELLs, and most, if not all, teachers I work with in this schools have no idea how to help ELLs.

David also expressed:

One of the problems I see is that we don’t have enough qualified teachers who can assist ELLs. Most teachers have no clue about what it’s like to be in a new country and not being able to speak the host language. We need more professional developments for all teachers (Shim, 2014).

Recall again that these are the teachers who believe the problems associated with ELLs’ struggles in their schools located mostly in their use of their first language and their parents’ not valuing their children’s education. However, consistent with the teachers’ race conscious perspectives discussed in the section immediately above, these teachers are now locating the issue with school structure and considering teachers are a part of school structure. They are not locating the reasons for ELLs’ struggles in students and their parents. Recognizing what contribute to individual racial identities are not easy to trace back directly and exactly, it appears that the race conscious identities that these teachers are speaking from in this section are acquired from their social experiences such as their experiences in their college as well as their later experiences as teachers in schools and education system.

My Own Response to Teachers’ Responses

Recognizing the centrality of race in conducting our ESL/EFL research (Lee & Simon-Maeda, 2006), included in this findings section is my own response to the participants’ perspectives. I learned that engaging in this research project with White monolingual teachers of ELLs is as much about the participants’ reflecting on their perspectives and becoming as it is about the my own learning and becoming. Going into this project, my primary focus was on documenting and describing the evidences that show the participant’ reinforcement of Whiteness in their everyday work of working with ELLs, and my initial analyses were guided by such focus. Informed by the conceptual framework of the study, as I began paying much closer attention to the participants’ experiences and stories, I also began to see how I too conceptualized my participants as deficient rather than active participants. I found myself wanting to intervene and correct the responses of participants during the interviews. However, I also realized that my attempt to change the participants’ thinking was creating tension and resistance on the part of the participants and I should no longer assume that my knowledge and relationship with the participants was accurate. In other words, I needed to adopt the role of an unknowing researcher and pay closer attention to and value the participants’ own accounts about their experiences and perspectives. Clearly, doing so was not without a challenge, and I believe that my struggle was due to two major reason. First, my internalized institutionalized knowledge restricted my focus on White teachers’ race-evasive identities, whereby I saw them as subjects lacking race awareness (Jupp et al., 2016). Second, psychoanalytically speaking (Britzman, 2011), as a female teacher educator of Color, I have experienced gender and racial oppression throughout my life. Hence, I had to work against my own feelings of deficiency in order to overcome the tendency to project such feelings on the participants. Indeed, it took conscious and continuous efforts throughout the project to highlight (as oppose to undermine) participants’ race conscious perspectives. I began to realize that what I initially saw as the participants’ race-evasive reactions and contradictory statements are a very important part of their racial identities as they are grappling to come to grips with their own understandings of language issues that are inherently intertwined with their racial identities; therefore, they must not be dismissed solely as race evasive and color blind.

V. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The inability of most US schools and other places in the world to meet the academic needs of ELs is a major concern (Smith, Coggins, & Cardosi, 2008), and more equitable educational opportunities for ELs are indeed a necessity. Based on previous research findings, this study assumed that race, racialization, and racism are major factors that shape language teaching and learning (Kubota & Lin, 2006; Motha; 2006). For second-wave White teacher identity scholars, when a goal is to move the discuss of race and racism forward toward more equitable pedagogical practices and actions, one must understand the complexities of the identities of White teachers who make up the majority of teaching force (Jupp et al., 2016; Jupp & Lensmire, 2016). The findings revealed several incidences in which the participants enacted Whiteness while also actively constructing knowledge about race conscious perspectives.

Second-wave White teacher identity studies call for the importance of acknowledging the larger structural inequality in place, the teachers’ insistence on their students using only English in class and assuming that their viewpoints benefits ELs is not surprising, given that an English-only policy has historically dominated the educational policy in the United States (Crawford, 1992). Thus, such ideology is most likely a durable part of individual teacher’s epistemological racism (Kubota, 2002; Kubota & Lin, 2006). However, educators must remember that according to empirical evidence, the approach in which English-only is imposed contributes adversely to ELs’ academic, social, and emotional growth, even when these teachers have good intention (Cummins, 2000). At the same time, these same teachers who acknowledged the misalignment between school and students’ culture as a problem felt that the school and teachers should find ways to better accommodate ELs, which for many scholars in the field of education is a better way to support students’ academic success and to work against inequality (Gonzales, Moll & Amanti, 2005). Considering the demonstrated inconsistencies and contradictories in the participating teachers’ perspectives teachers in this study, there are a few important implications drawn with respect to better meeting the needs of ELs in their school experiences. The implications presented here are general and suggestive, rather than confirmatory.

First, confirming the existing studies and the conceptual framework of this study, the participating teachers’ perspectives revealed in this study are not autonomous but a reflective of the larger social structures and conditions in which their racial identities are formed. Such finding also shows why it is very difficult to dislodge the racial beliefs that are deeply internalized by individuals. As demonstrated in the teachers’ comments in this study, the dispositions within individual’s race evasive identities are pervasive, and these forces spoke durably and powerfully through each individual. Though not explicitly evidenced, the teachers’ judgments against ELs’ English proficiency levels and the legitimization of their perspectives will almost certainly impact their teaching, which shows how a dimension reinforcement of White privilege gets reproduced in local contexts regardless of an individual teacher’s otherwise intention (Shim, 2014). In other words, while these teachers are not unsupportive of ELs’ learning, but because the internalized and often unrecognized dispositions within their White race evasive identities, their race evasive perspectives present themselves as social reality (Omi & Winant, 1994). Such findings also echoed the previous researching findings that English language teaching and learning are inevitably racialized and cannot be viewed as neutral (Taylor, 2006). Thus, teachers who are committed to ELs’ academic success should recognize that the enduring dispositions in their racial identities may hinder what teachers do to actually support ELs’ success in schools. Also, although individual change is possible, working against one’s socialization histories to actually change one’s perspectives and attitudes should not be viewed as a simple and one-time process.

Second, teachers’ responses not only reflected their race evasive identities but also race conscious identities that are not entirely determined by the social structure under which it was initially formed. More specifically, the contradictions in the teachers’ responses in this study reflect how the experiences such as in their college years or in the work environment that these teachers encountered later in life can create a space of change in their thinking. In such a potential space of change, the teachers’ race evasive identities that usually incline them to unquestionably take the current school structure as natural, and thus blame ELs and their parents for their low academic achievement, may be altered. Here, Ladson-Billings’ (2006) assertion that “the problem teachers confront is believing that successful teaching” is primarily about “what to do” when in actuality “the problem is rooted in how we think about the social context, about the students, about the curriculum and about instruction” (p. 30) seems to resonate powerfully in considering the necessity of recognizing then shifting teachers’ perspectives that may be counterproductive to ELs’ school experiences. Hence, while acknowledging that teachers are always situated within social structures such that no theory can extract individuals from those conditions of possibility and that “no theory is capable of showing all the underlying reasons for our thinking.” (Shim, 2014) it is necessary to recognize teachers’ race evasive identities that may alienate ELs while also attending to the teachers’ race conscious identities that question the perspectives that are rooted in the larger structurings of inequality and inequity. In this regard, the incidences of contradictions within and across each teacher’s beliefs must not be taken for granted but must be attended to as an extremely important locus of individual, institutional, and social change—these incidences of contradiction within and across teachers are where race evasive and race conscious identities co-exist. Hence, attending to teachers’ stories imperative because doing so can reveal the complexities of their race identities as it did in this study.

What surfaced from the findings thus far is also a practical implication since that the experiences that teachers’ encounter do have an impact on how they think about their EL students. Offering frequent training programs that help inform the teachers about the value of ELs’ first language and why its continued use is an asset for ELs, particularly for the achievement of long-term academic and emotional benefits, may alter teachers’ race-evasive perspectives (Shim,
2014). Furthermore, such initiative would encourage teachers to reflect and reevaluate their perspectives, which, in turn, may shift their pedagogical practices for ELs in more productive ways. Teachers would also benefit from various training on how to students who speak more than one language more productively. The findings reported in this study demonstrate that most teachers share the view that students’ first language background should be banned in classrooms and if possible, at homes. However, if the teachers were more knowledgeable about what research shows about working with multilingual students, they would likely be less inclined to prohibit the use of ELs’ first language in classes and schools.

Many research studies have been focusing on how White teachers unintentionally perpetuate the system of domination in their teaching practices (Shim, 2014). Substantial attention has also been devoted to the question of how teachers of color can contribute to more equitable educational practices in working with students from various racial and linguistic backgrounds (Foley, Levinson, and Hurtig, 2000–2001). While recognizing that no teacher can escape our social and historical backgrounds, by utilizing second wave White teacher identity scholarship, this study attempted to show how White American monolingual ESL teachers can increase their capacities and capabilities by potentially changing their beliefs that can contribute significantly in ELs academic achievement. Recalling the significant gap between the English-speaking White teacher population and the EL student population in the US as well as other nations in the world, as well as the achievement gap between ELs and non-ELs, the findings of this study add yet another angle from which to understand the challenges ELs face in school and how teachers’ assumptions may inhibit or contribute to ELs’ learnings (Shim, 2014).
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